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Summary
The fast growing mobile networks demands faster and efficient
approaches to handle the congestion in the network. This paper
describes the clustering approaches like Partition around
Medoids and Nearest Neighbour, used to determine the status of
the base stations for mobile traffic load. This enables us to
determine the number of channels to be borrowed from the cochannel cells to meet the increase in traffic load. Short-term
traffic prediction is obtained by applying the radial basis function
network. The traditional methods are not efficient in enhancing
the performances because heavily-loaded cells sometimes cannot
borrow unused nominal channels from their neighbouring cells
which are idle or moderately loaded, as it may lead to cascading
effect. The performance of the base stations can be increased if
short-term traffic load can be predicted. The predicted results can
then be used for channel borrowing from the idle or moderately
loaded cells for long term use. These clustering approaches
enhance the performance compared to traditional approaches.
Simulation results also corroborate that the clustering methods
enables the system to work with better performance than the
traditional methods.
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1. Introduction
The Mobile networks have been extensively studied in
recent years by both the computer and communication
communities. However, most of the studies focus on the
network layer protocols and few of them on the mobility
aspect of the mobile user’s behavior. It is desirable that the
mobile load on a base station is anticipated. Traditional
resource management passively tracks the network [6] and
collects the mobile data. Existing channel allocation and
borrowing algorithms are investigated and observations
are made. There is a growing tendency towards optimal
mobile network resource management. This affects other
aspects such as capacity planning, operations and
allocation to meet the increasing demand on planning
management and operations of the mobile network. The
operation and planning of a mobile network requires an
appropriate model for predicting the mobile traffic load.
Load forecasting and their accuracy plays a key role in
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helping the base stations and the Mobile switching centres
to make important decisions on capacity, channel
allocation, load balancing, switching control, network
reconfiguration, and infrastructure development. Dynamic
load balancing is commonly used in processor scheduling
in distributed systems to achieve better processor
utilization [1]. In a dynamic load balancing scheme
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7] for the channel assignment problem [14] in
a cellular mobile environment, unused channels from
under loaded cells are migrated to an overloaded one by
borrowing a fixed number of channels from cold cells to a
hot one using a channel borrowing algorithm. Initially,
each cell is allocated a set of channels, each to be assigned
on demand to a user in the cell. A cell is hot[1] if the
degree of coldness of a cell defined as the ratio of the
number of available channels to the total number of
channels for that cell is less than or equal to some
threshold value, other wise the cell is cold. Here a
Markov model for an individual cell has been developed
where the cell state is determined by the number of
occupied channels in the cell. The number of channels in
a compact pattern is given by N = i2+ij +j2
which
determines the number of channel sets to be formed. The
performance of the load balance for channel assignment
using selective strategy is compared with the fixed channel
assignment, simple borrowing, directed retry and channel
borrowing with locking. This strategy shows significant
improvement in the performance over the other methods.
An alternate approach using simulated annealing
[8,15] has been proposed. Fixed schemes perform well
under heavy traffic conditions but if the number of calls
exceeds the channel set for the cell, the excess calls are
blocked until channels become available. To address this
problem, channels are borrowed from other cells.
Borrowing strategies can be simple, hybrid and channel
ordering [9,10]. In the Simple Borrowing scheme,
channels are borrowed provided existing calls are not
affected. The borrowed channel is locked in those cochannel cells of the lender which are non-co-channels of
the borrower. This approach shows poor performance
during heavy traffic conditions, as the channels are locked.
In the Hybrid Borrowing scheme, the fixed channel set
assigned to a cell is divided into local use only and lending
channels on demand. The number of channels in each
group is determined apriori depending on the history of
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the traffic conditions. Channel ordering technique extends
the hybrid scheme, where the number of channels in the
hybrid borrowing scheme can vary dynamically depending
on the traffic conditions. Each channel is ordered such that
the first channel has the highest priority of being locally
used and the last channel has the highest priority of being
borrowed. The ordering may change depending on the
traffic pattern. A released higher order channel is relocated
to an ongoing call in a lower order channel and hence
reduces locking of borrowable channels.
In the next section the general mobile network
architecture is described.

2. The Mobile Network Architecture
A given geographical area consists of hexagonal cells
each served by a base station (BS). The BS is a part of the
wireless system infrastructure that controls one or multiple
cell sites and radio signals [13]. The BS thus reduces the
load on the switch. BS performs radio signal management
functions for base transceiver stations, managing functions
such as frequency assignments and handoff. This is
included as a part of the switch and the mobile station or
the user (MS) communicate through wireless links and
form localized wireless networks. The general architecture
for the mobile network is shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1: The Mobile Network Architecture

A group of cells are in turn served by a mobile switching
center (MSC). Each cell is allocated a fixed set of C
channels[12] according to the compact pattern based fixed
assigned scheme. Initially, we consider Mobile stations
can be stationary or roaming. Traffic can move within the

base station or between base stations. Like within BS1,
BETWEEN BS1 – BS2, BS1- BS3, BS2-BS3, BS2-BS1,
WITHIN BS2, BS3-BS1, BS3-BS2, WITHIN BS3.Traffic
can move forward or reverse. Blocking describes the
situation when a user attempts to make a call and is not
able to reach a dialled subscriber due to lack of resources.
Generally it is assumed that a user will generate about
25mErl of traffic[6] during the busy hour and that the
average network usage is about 120 seconds. This may
vary from network to network. Some networks use
average 35mErl and 90s.
In the next section, the problem is defined.

3. Problem Definition
When a mobile user intends to communicate to another
user or a base station, the user must first obtain a channel
from one of the base station that hears it. If a channel is
available, it is granted to the user, otherwise the call is
blocked. This call is called a new call. The subscriber
releases the channel either when the user completes the
call or when he moves to another cell before the call is
completed. The process of moving from one cell to
another when a call is in progress is called a handoff call.
While performing handoff, the mobile unit requires that
the base station in the cell that it moves into will allocate
the channel. If no channel is available in the new cell, the
handoff call is blocked. Retry calls[20] is a call made by a
subscriber who was unsuccessful in getting the call
established. We use the clustering approach [20-25] to
form clusters based on the traffic load. The approaches
used are Partition around Medoids (PAM) and Nearest
Neighbour clustering. These are conventional clustering
approaches. They are used to classify the base stations into
heavily loaded, moderately loaded and idle base stations.
In order to determine from which neighbouring cell the
channels need to be borrowed, radial basis function a
neural network based approach is adopted. This in turn
helps in handling congestion issues in a more efficient
manner. This is compared to the fixed channel allocation
scheme. Clustering is a discovery process, the differences
between the datasets can be discovered in order to separate
them into different groups and similarity between data sets
can be used to group similar data together.
Clustering helps in quality control by detecting
experimental artifacts/bad hybridizations. It also helps
check whether samples are grouped according to known
categories. It also enables one to identify new classes of
biological samples (e.g. tumor subtypes).
Generally, cluster analysis is based on two factors
namely the distance measure and the cluster algorithm.
The distance measure is the quantification of similarity or
dissimilarity of objects. The Cluster algorithm is a
procedure to group objects in to Small, based on withinclusters distances and Large, based on between-cluster
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distances. The choice of distance measure to be used is
based on the application area. Correlation distance dc
measures trends/relative differences for applications to
detect similarities. dc(x, y)= dc(ax+b, y) if a > 0.
Euclidean and Manhattan distance both measure absolute
differences between vectors. Manhattan distance is more
robust against outliers. Standardization may be applied to
the observations: by subtract the mean and dividing by
standard deviation. After standardization, Euclidean and
correlation distances are equivalent. As one particular
algorithm for clustering with a restricted function space,
we have the Nearest Neighbour clustering. This algorithm
is seen as a general baseline algorithm to minimize
arbitrary clustering objective functions. In essence, it
works with a class of functions which are constant on
local neighborhoods. This function class is small. We
allow the function class to grow slowly with n by allowing
the neighborhood to become smaller and smaller. In the
limit for n-> ∞, we can then approximate any clustering on
the underlying data space up to arbitrary precision.
Nearest neighbour clustering selects random seed points
from the data and only considers candidate clustering
which are constant. Among those clustering, NNC chooses
the best one according to a given clustering objective
function. This method can be used to choose the unused
channels from the co-channel cells. The side effect of the
nearest clustering approach is that problems in clustering
are NP hard and thus inherently difficult to solve. In the
next section, the PAM clustering approach is described.
4.0 Partitioning around Medoids (PAM): Partitioning
around medoids (PAM) generalizes the idea of being
based on Euclidean distance and can be used with any
distance measure d (objects xi need not be vectors). The
cluster centers/prototypes are required to be observations.
They try to minimize the sum of distances of the objects to
their cluster centers,
n

∑
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d ( x

i

, m

j ( i )

(classification, statistical tests). Clustering algorithms are
easy to apply, and they are useful for exploratory analysis.
But it is difficult to assess the validity/significance of the
results. Even “random” data with no structure can yield
clusters or exhibit interesting looking patterns [26]. In the
next section the Nearest neighbour clustering approach is
described.
4.1 Nearest Neighbour Clustering Method
is a method of calculating distance between
clusters in hierarchical cluster analysis. The linkage
function specifying the distance between two clusters is
computed as the minimal object to- object distance d (xi,
yj), where objects xi belong to the first cluster, objects yj
belong to the second cluster. In other words, the distance
between two clusters is computed as the distance between
the two closest objects in the two clusters[11].
4.1.1

Limitations of clustering
Clustering has been very popular in the analysis
of micro array data. However, many typical questions in
micro array studies (e.g. identifying expression signatures
of tumor types) are better addressed by other methods

Nearest Neighbour clustering Algorithm

1.

Set i = 1 and k = 1. Assign pattern x1to cluster c1.

2.

Set i = i + 1. Find nearest neighbour of xi among
the patterns already assigned to clusters. Let dm
denote the distance from xi to its nearest
neighbour. Suppose the nearest neighbour is in
cluster m.

3.

If dm greater than or equal to t then assign xi to cm
where t is the threshold specified by the user.
Otherwise set k = k+1 and assign xi to a new
cluster ck.

4.

If every pattern has been considered then stop
else go to step 2.

5.

The nearest neighbour clustering method is a
method of calculating distance between clusters
in hierarchical cluster analysis. The linkage
function specifying the distance between two
clusters is computed as the minimal object-toobject distance neighbour, where objects xi
belong to the first cluster, objects yj belong to the
second cluster. In other words, the distance
between two clusters is computed as the distance
between the two closest objects in the two
clusters.

6.

Mathematically the linkage function - the
distance D(X,Y) between clusters X and Y- is
described by the following expression :

),

using an iterative procedure analogous to the one in Kmeans clustering.
To choose K (the number of clusters), many heuristic
approaches try to compare the quality of clustering results
for different values of K. The problem can be better
addressed in model-based clustering, where each cluster
represents a probability distribution, and a likelihoodbased framework can be used.
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Where

d(x,y) is the distance between objects x and y; X
and Y are two sets of objects (clusters)
This algorithm initializes the cluster centroids with
hierarchical clustering and hence gives deterministic
outcomes.
Table 1 Comparison of PAM and Nearest Neighbor

No. of Clusters

Time taken(Secs)
PAM

Nearest Neighbour

2

0.045

0.5

4

0.067

0.7

6

0.075

0.8

8

0.087

0.9

neighboring BS. Load balancing using Backpropagation
method is discussed in [19]. Radial basis function
networks can be used for prediction applications [16-18].
Here RBF is used to determine from which co-channel
cells the borrowing may be done. This is done based on μ
being decided by the guard band / threshold. Threshold
here implies the maximum amount of co-channel cells that
may be borrowed say 95%.
Case 1: Clusters belong to the same vendor
Clusters belong to the same vendor, whenever borrowing
is within the cluster. Consider that base station X needs
4% of capacity of co-channels to be borrowed. Also the
guard bands of the neighbour BS X1, X2, X3 are 4%,
3.9% and 6% respectively. Now the RBF will also make
the μ1 of X1 proportional to 4% and μ2 of X2 proportional
to 3.9% etc.
Since μ is inversely proportional to GB though X1, X2
and X3 are at the same distance from X (if K nearest
neighbour rule is applied) But the RBF with variable μ
will make X3 as the nearest as compared to X1 and X2 as
it takes into consideration as the nearest to X.
Case 2: Clusters belonging to different vendors

From the table, we infer that as the number of clusters
increases, the time taken for PAM increases but is less
when compared to Nearest Neighbour algorithm. The
performance evaluation of these algorithms is based on
time to identify the clusters. In the next section, the radial
basis function network approach is described.

4.2 Radial Basis Function Network
Step 1: Initially, random data points are considered to
represent the base stations and the density of the traffic.
Step 2: The Algorithm based on RBF is applied once.
The different Base Stations are clustered based on
proximity, capacity, density of the traffic as idle,
moderately or heavily loaded.
Step 3: Apply neural network, predict the number of cochannels required to be borrowed.
Step 4: Since co-channel borrowing depends on
neighboring BS. There is a tendency of the co-channel
cells being / becoming equally loaded. This is obtained
from the neighboring BS guard band / threshold. μ in the
RBF is determined. If μ is inversely proportional to the
guard band, go to the farther BS so that long time, channel
from the co-channel can be borrowed.
Thus the model is created.
Co-channel borrowing scheme is optimized with
regard to available resources, current load and the

Clusters belong to different vendors whenever borrowing
is outside the cluster. Then other issues will come up like
mutual understanding between the vendors. Based on the
point of access, the channel borrowing may be done.
4.2.1 Effect of co-channel borrowing in the cluster
1. Cascading effect- Say X is loaded; borrowing 4%
from X1 leads to X1 being overloaded, which is
true with its internal dynamics( ie with its own
calls) may leads to borrowing from X2 etc.. Say X
borrows only from X3 which has an additional
2% capacity to spare and then this cascading
effect is controlled.
2. Co-channel borrowing among nearest neighbors
is generally the trend with all conventional
approaches like K-nearest, PAM whereas with
RBF, based on traffic density ie Guard Band and
the cluster it belongs to. (ie distance is adaptive)
Generally, distance from nearest neighbour is fixed i.e.
geometrical distance (GD).
Here in RBF,

μ A ∝ GD

and

μB ∝

1
. As μB
GB

increases, GB decreases.
μ = μA + μB. Since μA is fixed component, as μ
increases, μB increases ie if GB decreases, μB
increases.
This implies if the nearest BS are overloaded, TD is
more, GB is less; the μ of that is very large and they
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appear to be farthest and the BS say X6 in the above
example appear to be nearest.
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In fig 4, we find that with X borrowing from X6 using
our RBF, the total co-channel borrowing is 6% in the
cluster which is less compared to borrowing from
other co-channel cells. Hence by using this approach
we will be borrowing less number of channels as
compared to traditional approaches.

5. Conclusions

Fig 2. Trend graphs of co-channel borrowing pattern
at the time t1.

Fig 3: Trend graph of co-channel borrowing pattern at time
t2

In Fig 3, the trend graph at time t2 and the variation in
traffic density with increase of X1 and X3, X and X2
remaining same is depicted. Here X1 lends some
channels to X which cannot be immediately returned
back i.e returned only after call termination, the
borrowed co-channels can be taken back from X1)
else this lending affects X1. Total co-channel
borrowing in the cluster is 9%.
Percentage of co-channel borrowing
pattern at time t2

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
X

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Base stations

Fig 4. Trends graphs of co-channel borrowings in a cluster
of base stations.

In this paper, we considered the situation where mobile
cells are clustered based on the density of the mobile
traffic load. They are identified as idle, moderately and
heavily loaded cluster cells. We have used conventional
clustering techniques such as nearest neighbour clustering
and PAM clustering method to identify the clusters. After
identification of the clusters, we adopted a congestion
control scheme using radial basis network function where
heavily loaded clusters are surrounded by moderately
loaded and idle clusters. This helps us to identify cells
from which channels can be borrowed. Short term
prediction of the traffic load using the radial basis function
can be adopted to predict the traffic load. After detection,
we determine how many co-channels need to be borrowed.
This is borrowed from the cells which are considered to be
nearest using radial basis function network. This is
compared to the Fixed Channel Allocation method.
Simulations demonstrate that our adoption of the
clustering approach can deliver better performance than
Fixed Channel Allocation method.
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